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Examining the Relationship of Physical Activity, Dietary Intake, and Measures of Abdominal Fat to Normal 

Weight Obesity among Filipino Young Adults

INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, the prevalence of obesity has been continuously ascending as shown in the 8th National

Nutrition Survey conducted by Food and Nutrition Research Institute (FNRI) were 3 out of 10 adults (31.1%) are

classified as overweight and obese. Based on the Department of Health, the top causes of mortality in the

Philippines are due to the “fatal four” NCDs: cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes, and chronic respiratory

disease. These conditions are precipitated by many factors, but are primarily caused by poor diet and sedentary

lifestyle. According to De Lorenzo et al (2011), Romerro-Corral et al (2010), Marques Vidal et al (2008), Ruderman

et al (1991), individuals classified as normal by body mass index but has a higher body fat percentage show a

greater degree of metabolic dysregulation. This phenomenon, called normal weight obesity (NWO), is associated

with a significantly higher risk of developing metabolic syndrome, cardiometabolic dysfunction and with higher

mortality. In the Philippines, percent body fat is not commonly assessed by health professionals hence normal

weight obesity is rarely identified. Many rely on BMI values as a sole indicator of nutritional status because it is a

fast and simple way to determine whether a person is at an ideal body weight. The purpose of this study is to

examine the relationship of physical activity, dietary intake, and measures of abdominal fat to normal weight

obesity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A cross-sectional design was used in the present study. One hundred (100) Filipino young adults

consisting of 50 normal weight individuals (NW) and 50 normal weight obese (NWO) ages 18-29 years

old were purposively sampled. Measures of abdominal fat, dietary intake, and physical activity were

assessed through anthropometry, 3-day food records, dietary diversity score questionnaire, and

IPAQ. Informed consent was obtained from the participants before their enrolment in the study.
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RESULTS

Variable

Male (n=37) Female (n=63)

NW NWO NW NWO

Height (cm) 167.32 (7.08) 172.01 (6.42) 154.30 (8.01) 155.22 (6.16)

Weight (kg) 61.93 (7.65) 70.46 (5.23) 49.59 (6.45) 54.98 (5.75)

BMI (kg/m2) 21.93  (1.95) 23.95 (0.87) 20.93 (1.73) 22.68 (1.34)

Waist circumference (cm) 80.26 (6.18) 86.31 (4.94) 72.17 (5.36) 78.05 (5.65)

Waist to Hip Ratio 0.85 (0.06) 0.86 (0.06) 0.80 (0.06) 0.82 (0.04)

Waist to Height Ratio 0.48 (0.04) 0.50 (0.03) 0.47 (0.04) 0.50 (0.04)

Percent Body Fat 18.47 (3.98) 26.86 (1.35) 24.75 (2.91) 32.25 (1.82)

Table 1. Mean (SD) Anthropometric Measurements of NW and NWO category by gender

Table 1 shows that NWO height (172.01 (6.42) (male); 155.22 (6.16) (female)), weight (70.46 (5.23) (male);

54.98 (5.75) (female)), waist circumference (86.31 (4.94) (male); 78.05 (5.65) (female)), WHR (0.86 (0.06)

(male); 0.82 (0.04) (female)), WHtR (0.50 (0.03) (male); 0.50 (0.04) (female)), percent body fat (26.86 (1.35)

(male); 0.50 (0.04) (female)) and body mass index measurements (23.95 (0.87) (male); 22.68 (1.3) (female))

are greater than the NW group.

Table 2. Mean Dietary Intake of the participants and its adequacy

Table 2 shows that NWO-M had a significantly higher mean intake of calories (mean=1905 kcal) and

Carbohydrate (mean=249 g) compared to NW-M. They also had greater intake of Protein, Fat, Calcium,

Phosphorus, Vitamin A, Iron, Thiamin and Vitamin C and lower intake of Niacin. However, these were not

statistically significant. On the other hand, NWO- F had a higher intake of Calories, Carbohydrate, Fat,

Calcium and lower intake of Protein, Phosphorus, Vitamin C, Iron, Thiamin, and Riboflavin compared to

NW-F but no statistically significant difference was shown.

MALE

p-value*

FEMALE

p-value*NW

n=23

NWO

n=14

NW

n=27

NWO

n=36

Calories (kcal/d) 1380(466.17)* 1905(384.06)* .044 1577(479)* 1591(529)* 0.913

Protein (g/d) 50.0(18.56)* 60.9(9.01)** 0.069 51.5(18.4)** 49.5(16.2)** 0.669

Carbohydrates (g/d) 139(77.10) 249(77.92) 0.002 214(76) 225(106) 0.612

Fats (g/d) 68.6(26.07) 80.5(15.97) 0.094 50(17.33) 54.5(20.53) 0.343

Calcium (mg/d) 377(157.73) 474(242.89) 0.916 448(355) 459(311.37) 0.901

Phosphorus (mg/d) 616(263.84) 764(152.18) 0.108 728(344) 681(264.88) 0.560

Vit. A (µg RE/d) 478(921.89) 499(334.75) 0.944 498(374) 313(262.90) 0.034

Iron (mg/d) 9.6(8.17) 12.7(5.34) 0.610 11.4(6.5) 9.1(6.01) 0.170

Thiamin (mg/d) 0.87(0.86) 0.97(0.56) 0.682 0.80(0.50) 0.65(0.41) 0.202

Riboflavin (mg/d) 0.85(0.57) .98(0.60) 0.525 0.96(0.55) 0.81(0.36) 0.405

Niacin (mg NE/d) 21.4(16.51) 17.8(4.62) .409 12.8(4.02) 17.7(6.04) 3.847

Vit. C (mg/d) 21(24.03) 36(32.26) 0.222 29(28.16) 20(18.89) 0.145

Table 3. Physical activity mean (SD) and frequency (%) of NW and NWO in each physical

activity category

Table 3 presents the mean and categorization of physical activity of NW and NWO participants. NW

participants had a significantly higher MET-min/week compared to NWO participants (p=0.03). Most of the

participants were reported to have moderate physical activity.

Physical Activity

Variable Normal Weight Normal Weight Obese p-value

n=50 n=50

Mean (SD) 3356.6 (3309.7) 2197.9 (1897.2) 0.03*

Low 12% 12%

Moderate 50% 64%

High 28% 24%

*Below adequate **Adequate ***above adequate

Data are presented as Mean(SD)

Mean - Based on total MET-minutes per week

Low -Less than 600 metabolic equivalent (MET)-min per week spent walking or in moderate or vigorous physical activity.

Moderate - Between 600 and 2999 MET-min per week spent walking or in moderate or vigorous physical activity.

High - Greater than 2999 MET-min per week spent walking or in moderate or vigorous physical activity.

*Statistically significant at a p ≤ 0.05.



RESULTS

Figure 1 illustrates the emerging model on the relationship of anthropometric indices of abdominal fat

(WC,WHR,WHtR), dietary intake (KCAL), physical activity( MET min/week) to normal weight obesity. The AVIF

(2.238) of our proposed model is within the acceptable range. Among the anthropometric indices of abdominal fat,

the β-coefficient WC (0.08) and WHR (0.07) has shown a weak positive relationship to NWO while WHtR (0.48) has

shown a moderate positive relationship to NWO. On the other hand, the β-coefficient of DI, determined by total

caloric intake (0.08) has shown weak positive relationship to NWO while PA, determined by MET min/week (-0.12)

has shown a weak negative relationship to NWO. Only the WHtR (β = 0.48, p-value = <0.001) were supported at p

value <0.05 level. This indicates that as the WHtR increases, the %body fat of NWO also increases.

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION

This study examined the relationship of physical activity, dietary intake, and measures of abdominal fat to normal 

weight obesity. Anthropometric measures of adiposity such as WC and WHR were positively associated with 

normal weight obesity, while energy intake and physical activity showed weak relationships. WHtR showed the 

strongest association among all the variables, indicating that this approach may be a better predictor of adiposity 

and can reflect the presence of NWO among young Filipino adults.

This study was limited to anthropometrics, dietary intake, and physical activity. Biochemical examination, which 

is more accurate and reliable in predicting health related risks of normal weight obesity, was not included in the 

study due to financial constraints. Percent body fat of the participants was measured by Bioelectric Impedance 

(BIA) method ; sophisticated methods of assessing body composition such as dual x-ray absorptiometry were 

not utilized due to its cost. 
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Figure 1 Emerging Model

Average path coefficient (APC)=0.143, P=0.073

Average R-squared (ARS)=0.339, P=0.002

Average adjusted R-squared (AARS)=0.210, P=0.029

Average block VIF (AVIF)=2.238, acceptable if <= 5, ideally <= 3.3


